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Dead Sky Black Sun
In 2019 the body of a man fell from a Heathrow-bound passenger plane into a garden in Clapham, in southwest London. Who was he? It was Sunday, June 30th, 2019, a balmy summer’s afternoon, and Wil, a ...
Out of thin air: The mystery of the man who fell from the sky
Since astronomers captured the bright explosion of a star on February 24, 1987, researchers have been searching for the squashed stellar core that should have been left behind. A group of astronomers ...
Evidence of “Pulsar Wind Nebula” May Solve 34-Year-Old Astronomical Mystery
White dwarfs are stars that start out like our Sun. Eventually, though, they swell into Red Giants, shed their outer layers, and end up as white dwarfs, which are essentially just the dead corpses ...
Two Dead Stars Are Orbiting Each Other’s Corpses Incredibly Fast
A Republican lawmaker in Colorado was reprimanded Thursday after calling a colleague “Buckwheat” during debate on legislation — a racist term that provoked outcry from Democrats at a ...
Colorado GOP lawmaker who used racist term is reprimanded
You wouldn’t think Utah’s parks and monuments could get any more beautiful than during a serene sunrise, or maybe a spectacular sunset.
When the sun sets, Utah’s Dark Sky Parks shine with thousands of stars
A SON dumped his sick mother by the side of the road and left her to die because he feared catching coronavirus, according to reports in India. Another man strapped his dead father to a car roof ...
Man dumps dying Covid mum in street & son ties dad’s body to roof of car as India is ravaged by super-mutant strains
Triptastic instrumental jam masters Circles Around the Sun are coming in for a landing at SLO Brew Rock next Thursday, May 6. These far ...
Instrumental jam band supergroup Circles of the Sun plays SLO Brew Rock on May 6
The avid cinephile does not have any official affiliation with Sky Rojo ... the pimp they leave for dead. Even so, with its lurid neo-exploitation aesthetics, pitch black one-liners and copious ...
Why ‘Sky Rojo’ Is The Most Tarantino-esque Show Ever Made
The goal is to help Black youth in the city get the message that even the sky can’t be the limit for their dreams and ambitions. As part of that, local artists Isaac Bloodworth and Kyle Kearson have ...
New Haven mural artist wants 'Black kids to be able to see themselves doing anything'
Spring had come.
Naturalized Mid-American
Even paradise palls after a while, and when you’re a digital nomad there’s always a new place beckoning – novelty is just a plane or a boat or a bus ticket away.
Digital Nomad in Nicaragua: Moving on from Little Corn Island paradise
Take your time on this leisurely coastal road trip through the South (Florida, Georgia, South Carolina and North Carolina).
Road trip loop: Explore the beautiful coasts of these four Southern states
The sun ... sky-blue flag, the stripe of the believer’s shawls adorned with the interlocked star of the House of David. Can these bones live, the Lord asks Ezekiel. And generations, after each ...
Who Can Count the Dust of Jacob?
DIVERSITY’S Black Lives Matter-themed routine on Britain’s Got Talent is nominated for a Bafta. The daring performance was Ofcom’s most complained about item in a decade, but that hasn’t stopped ...
Diversity’s Black Lives Matter dance on Britain’s Got Talent nominated for BAFTA TV Awards’ Must-see moment of 2020
The 55-year-old Midland actor is best known for roles on the likes of The Walking Dead, and Fear the ... series Low Winter Sun. James created and starred in Sky Atlantic drama series Save Me ...
Where every Line of Duty guest star is now - from mentoring kids to awards from The Queen
He to whom the emotion is a stranger, who can no longer pause to wonder and stand wrapped in awe, is as good as dead.” A pristine night ... immersive night skies experience Sky Fest in Condobolin ...
The best star gazing locations in 2021 in Central NSW
He tested the app on one plane, and then held his phone up again, shielding his eyes from the sun and squinting into the sky. Then he saw ... teacher was later found dead in the fjord.) ...
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